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Federation of Transit Agencies as a Solution for Service Integration
Abstract
Inadequate organization of public transport services in urban areas, particularly in the large ones, is one of the
major reasons for the unsatisfactory level of service and economic problems of the operating companies.
Despite the current trend toward mergers of transit operators into large public agencies, the services in most
cities remain fragmented in various degrees; integration is often not in sight due to organizational problems
which appear insurmountable. Losses to the users, various degrees; integration is often not in sight due to
organization.
This article briefly analyzes the reasons for this situation, explores its consequences and their importance. A
number of solutions for the problem are possible, but none of them is simple and easy to achieve. The
federation of transit organizations introduced recently in Hamburg, Germany, has proved to be so successful
that it has received wide attention in international professional circles. This solution therefore deserves a
careful study by transit operators as well as government officials of metropolitan areas in this country.
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portation problems are one of his areas of intmst. He was editor of" Urban 
Mass Transit Planning," a set of course notes published by the University 
of California in 1967, and teaches a graduate course in this subject. 
Dr. Vuchic received his diploma in Transportation Engineering from the 
University of Belgrade. He worked as a planning engineer in the Public 
Transport Company in Hamburg (HVV) from 1960 to 196r, when he 
joined Wilbur Smith and Associates, Consulting Engineers, in New Haven, 
Conn. Later he received his M.Eng. and Ph.D. degrees from the University 
of California in Berkeley. He is now Associate Professor of Civil Engineering 
at the University of Pennsylvania, leading a graduate program in trans­
portation mgineering. One of the courses he is teaching is in urban public 
transportation. 
I
NADEQUATE organization of public transport services in
urban areas, particularly in the large ones, is one of the major 
reasons for the unsatisfactory level of service and economic problems 
of the operating companies. Despite the current trend toward 
mergers of transit operators into large public agencies, the services 
in most cities remain fragmented in various degrees; integration is 
often not in sight due to organizational problems which appear 
insurmountable. Losses to the users, the operators, and the city from 
this situation are often very significant. 
This article briefly analyzes the reasons for this situation, ex­
plores its consequences and their importance. A number of solutions 
for the problem are possible, but none of them is simple and easy to 
achieve. The federation of transit organizations introduced recently 
in Hamburg, Germany, has proved to be so successful that it has 
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received wide attention in international professional circles. This 
solution therefore deserves a careful study by transit operators as 
well as government officials of metropolitan areas in this country. 
PROBLEM OF ORGANIZATION IN URBAN PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION 
Since World War II there has been a major shift of urban public 
transportation systems to public ownership. By 1968, about 69 
percent of all transit passengers in the United States were carried on 
I 1 4 publicly owned systems, while 980 private, generally much 
smaller companies ( comprising go percent of all carriers) handled 
the remaining 31 percent of the traffic [ 1]. * The new public agen­
cies reduce that total number of operators somewhat as they pur­
chase not only the major systems but also several smaller ones within 
the area. Yet, as will be shown later, in some metropolitan areas 
many small operators have remained in business. 
The Problem. Lack of integration among transit systems has very 
serious comequences. While the passengers are most directly af­
fected, the operators also incur losses from inefficiencies; ultimately, 
the whole urban society suffers indirectly but significantly from such 
conditions. 
Passengers suffer from higher fares caused by separate payments 
to each individual company; travel time is often greater than it 
could be in an integrated system which would allow the choice of the 
fastest available route; unnecessary transfers, lack of information 
about services, etc., represent a further inconvenience and loss to 
the passengers. These factors arc often sufficient to make the 
passenger switch to other modes of travel or avoid making a trip. 
Operators may have the problem of serving competitive routes, 
each of them having a lower patronage and often a more uneven 
loading of vehicles than a consolidated service would produce. Such 
overlapping services are maintained either because without them 
other parts of networks would also lose traffic, or merely because a 
regulatory authority demands it. Operating inefficiencies may also 
derive from the use of modes which are not optimal but appeal to a 
small portion of the total transit market. Examples are buses paral­
leling rail lines (Lindenwold, New Jersey-Philadelphia) or special 
services competing with regular lines (jitneys skimming the cream 
of the traffic on Mission Street in San Francisco). 
• Numbers in square brackets refer to the References at the end of this article.




















